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EMBRACING CHANGE

I suppose it was inevitable that in our Golden Anniversary issue last year we looked
back at how the Christian Medical College at Vellore had developed over the last half
century and set out the role Friends of Vellore had undertaken in the partnership
with the hospital in that period.
Now we need to recognise the great changes that
have taken place in medicine, society and the
economy and look afresh at the challenges that
the next 50 years bring. I suppose it is timely that
we welcomed in September Dr Sunil Chandy, the
CMC Director, in his first year of service in the
post and also saw Dr Gareth Tuckwell take over
as Chairman of FOV in the same month. Both
look to address the current agenda and define
what Ida Scudder’s vision means in 2014 and
beyond, and how the Healing Ministry can be
soundly based on today’s needs.

V E L L O R E

At its most basic level the challenge has not
changed. India’s population is dominated by
people, families and communities under
economic stress. Many are however now aware
of the quality and scale of healthcare available
but still see it as inaccessible or unaffordable.
India has a huge problem in moving to make
quality healthcare more available although a few
schemes have started including access to
generic drugs, insurance and funds as well as
health education but the lack of high calibre
medical support in many rural areas and states
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with large tribal communities is a daunting issue.
CMC has always committed itself to treating
the poor, the excluded and the vulnerable and
recent expansion of its private patient capacity
has allowed it to support treatments for the
disadvantaged even more strongly. We should
give thanks and celebrate the fact that we have
been a very minor contributor to what is now one
of India’s top hospitals. Gone are the days when
we needed to send second-hand equipment,
sponsor training or provide urgent funding for
capital works. CMC enjoys a sound financial
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address this by seeking expansions at Chittoor
and Kannigapuram but the pressure continues to
build. Can CMC make quality healthcare available
more widely? In the last newsletter, we
considered whether CMC could deliver “CMC
Quality” treatment by partnerships with other
hospitals and raised the prospect of working with
the network of Mission Hospitals as a first step in
this process. FOV has funded a full time Mission
Hospital Co-ordinator at CMC to examine the
potential of that as well as pledging funding for a

Mission Hospital website to facilitate addressing
staff and resource needs in the Mission
Hospitals.
Friends of Vellore is excited by the challenges
ahead. We will work with CMC in any way they
feel is needed to tackle the current agenda and
meet problems head on. We look to you, our
“Friends” for your continued interest and support
and seek your thoughts, prayers and ideas as Dr
Sunil Chandy and Dr Gareth Tuckwell steer our
partnership into the next half century.

Ida Scudder travelling to what is now RUHSA in 1909 –
Many of the challenges she faced exist today!

status nowadays which is why for the past few
years, FOV has sought to engage in and aid
programmes for the poor and disadvantaged run
in partnership with CMC rather than send direct
financial contributions to the institution. Readers
of these newsletters will know of our projects
ranging from palliative care to the Person-toPerson scheme and aiding vulnerable elderly folk
to helping youngsters blighted by deformity or
disability. There are many other areas in which
we are involved. This certainly remains our
present priority but we are aware that CMC has
great challenges itself. The hospital is a major
tertiary unit and the majority of patients attending
at Vellore could get treatment in a lower category
hospital. Dealing with over 2,000,000 patients a
year has put great pressure on the hospital, its
staff and infrastructure. CMC has taken steps to

Farewell from our
Outgoing Chairman:
Asha Senapati
I am shortly due to demit office as Chairman of FOV
UK, a post I have been privileged to hold for 10 years.
I thought it a timely opportunity to reflect on these
years and to comment on the role of FOV in 2013.
My time as Chairman has seen many changes,
not only in the way CMC and FOV have embraced
the 21st century but also in the way the two
organisations relate to one another. During the
last century FOV’s role was largely to raise funds
to help capital developments in CMC, notably, in
the recent past, the Rehabilitation Centre and the
100th anniversary project; we did this very
successfully. Today however, our role is almost
exclusively devoted to helping the poor and

Asha Senapati thanks Board Members after a presentation
to mark her departure after 10 years as Head of the Charity
in September.
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disadvantaged through specific projects under the
auspices of CMC. The Palliative Care programme,
the Tucker fund, the Person to Person scheme,
the LCECU Old Town project and RUHSA, to name
some of the projects that we actively support and
lead. These programmes are geared to help those
that need medical care but cannot afford it. In
spite of India becoming a leading industrial
nation, poverty still reigns in a large section of the
population. We believe that our role at the
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present time should focus on these aspects of the
delivery of care that CMC provides.
Our relationship with CMC also has changed
from us being a major player upon whom the
institution depended to that of an active but
peripheral supporter. We now feel that our role in
keeping alive the spirit of CMC in the UK and
internationally is a critical one in this time of
globalisation. Hence we also actively support
the visitors’ programme at CMC, helping the
institution to open its doors to people from all
over the world and make sure they feel changed
by their experience for the better. The Alumni
House is an example of that fellowship.
As an alumnus of CMC I was in a unique
position to bridge the gap (some may even have
said the gulf!) between FOV and the Vellore
Alumni Association. As I step down, I think it is
fair to say that we are now good friends, we
speak and co-operate with one another and have
several joint projects. However, we also recognise
the differences between us and our separate

aspirations and goals. Respect and support are at
an all-time high and I have little doubt that this
ethos will continue.
FOV has been extremely fortunate to have
Richard Smith as its Director during this time. His
commitment to the organisation, his attention to
detail, his knowledge of the charity and financial
sectors, and his unfailing enthusiasm have
underpinned FOV and its changing role such that
I am sure without him this would not have been
achieved. It has been a pleasure to work with him
and on behalf of all the Friends of FOV I would
like to thank him for his loyalty to the
organisation. On a personal note, my Chairmanship was supported by a man of integrity and
principle for which I unreservedly express my
deepest gratitude.
FOV has an active and engaged Executive and
Board and a group of distinguished Patrons, and
I would like also to take this opportunity to thank
them for their support. We are fortunate in having
a group of individuals who see CMC as an

institution to which they are willing to devote time
and energy.
Dr Gareth Tuckwell takes over from me as
Chairman. It has been a pleasure working with
him in recent months. Gareth has huge
experience in the field of medical charities, and
will bring a fresh and stimulating approach to
FOV. I am absolutely sure he will take good care
of FOV and, with Richard’s support, will lead this
organisation to bigger and better things.
After 10 years serving the friends of CMC, I
leave with a heavy heart. However I remain a
friend and supporter of that great institution and
will always be associated with it and with FOV.
Thank you for your support of FOV UK. CMC
is much the better for it and for knowing that
nearly 7,000 miles away there is an organisation
that cares.
My very best wishes for the future and may the
spirit of CMC continue to inspire FOV and all that
it does.
Asha Senapati - Outgoing Chairman FOV UK

FRIENDS OF VELLORE
WELCOMES A NEW CHAIRMAN:

DR. GARETH TUCKWELL
It feels an enormous privilege to have been elected chairman of this charity,
whose constitution was adopted over 61 years ago! I’m not keen to write about
myself, but seeing very few of our readers know of me, I thought it might be
useful to share a little of my story.
I graduated in medicine in the UK and apart from
a year’s medical exchange in New Zealand, I
have never worked abroad. I met my wife Mary in
Nairobi over forty years ago and we both share a
heart for mission but it is our children who have
picked up the call to serve God in this way. Our
eldest daughter lives in Kenya with her husband
and children. They both work for Serving in
Mission, Sudan. Our eldest son is in ordained
Anglican ministry in Cambridge and our younger
son works for Global Connections, a growing
network of UK churches and agencies with a
passion for mission. No pressure on our younger
daughter then! She is still at University. Prior to
my involvement with Friends of Vellore (FOV), my
only visits to India were as a tourist en route to
Nepal!
During the 18 years that I was leading the
work of Burrswood Christian Hospital in Kent, the
chairman of trustees there, Bishop John Perry,
was asked to deliver a series of lectures at CMC.
He returned from his visit inspired by the ministry
of the Christian Medical College Hospital, Vellore
(CMCH) and, despite the extreme difference in
size, saw a common heartbeat with Burrswood
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with opportunities for the two organisations to
learn from one another. A year or two later a
patron of FOV, Bishop Michael Nazir Ali, likewise
returned from CMC with a similar message. So
when Alison Benton, a supporter of both FOV and
Burrswood gave me the FOV newsletter and a
copy of Home of a Healing God (now on our
website) and then Monica Hopkins, who is well
known to you as a Board member who served for
27 years at CMCH, asked if I would consider
joining the board of FOV, it all began to make
sense. The God-incidences of life amaze me!
Hopefully my clinical career in Palliative
Medicine and my years on the boards of a
number of different Christian and medical
charities, including ten years with Macmillan
Cancer Support, will be especially helpful as we
seek God’s way forward for FOV. Asha Senapati
has set a high bar in chairing this charity so well
over the past decade and we are very grateful to
her. As I look back through the history of FOV I
am just so excited to see what a profound change
has been enabled in the health and indeed the
lives of so many people. These people have often
been in desperate situations and living on the
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margins of society; the partnership between FOV
and CMCH has been one that has been greatly
used of God.
As we look ahead, we are very aware that, in
our fast-changing world, we must take stock of
where FOV is needed most in its partnership with
CMC. Above all, we are committed to supporting
schemes that help poor and disadvantaged people
and we have many ideas as to where we should
be particularly involved. To this end, we are
bringing together a number of people to contribute
to our strategic direction for the next five years. I
know Richard Smith (friendsofvellore@gmail.com)
would welcome your ideas as you think on this and
listen to God. I would echo Dr Sunil Chandy who
writes that ‘as we surge ahead with the new
challenges facing us, as we respond to the
changes around us, my prayer is that we will
remain conscious that God is at work through us.’
Please be praying with us as we go forward
together. If you can support our projects financially,
I can assure you that your donations will not go
towards our small administrative costs but will go
to the front line to bring hope and healing in the
name of the risen Lord, Jesus Christ.
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Latha's Baby
Latha delivered her first born, a beautiful little boy, in the
early hours of Christmas morning in the safety of a small
government hospital; not in a draughty cattle shed, as Mary
had done, two thousand years ago. She had the benefit of
regular antenatal check-ups at the Primary Health Centre
near to her home, about 40 KM from Vellore.

The delivery did not go smoothly. At birth
her baby could not breathe. His airways
were obstructed. At first he did not cry. The
staff saw that the infant needed more
expert care than was available in their small
hospital. Just as Mary and Joseph had gone
from place to place, seeking lodging, Latha
and her husband, Jeyashankar went from
hospital to hospital seeking help for their
baby. Within minutes the young couple
were advised to take their precious son to a
larger government hospital nearby. The
baby suffered two convulsions within his
first six hours of life. Even the larger
government hospital did not have the
facilities needed to treat the new born.
They were advised to go to Christian
Medical College (CMC), Vellore where they
would receive the best treatment in all
India, and no-one was turned away,
however lowly.
Wasting no time they journeyed to CMC.
The doctors in the Neonatology
Department realised immediately the
seriousness of the situation. It is possible
to help babies who are asphyxiated (unable
to breathe) when delivered, if they are seen
within the first six hours of birth. Instead
of being kept warm, they are treated by
hypothermia, cooling the body for the first
seventy two hours to improve the infant's
future neurological development. They
may wear a cooling cap, to cool the head or
are placed on a cooling “blanket”. These
devices are available in UK and USA, at a
minimum cost of Rs.18 lakhs; far out of the
reach of most hospitals in India. For the
past five years one of the doctors in CMC's
neonatology department has been
painstakingly developing a cooling bed
costing Rs.3,100; a fraction of the imported
cost. This uses a special material (Phase
Changing Material - PCM) locally available
in India, which absorbs the baby's
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temperature, cooling the baby to the
desired temperature. Because the young
parents got to CMC within the first five
hours of their baby's birth, he could quickly
be placed on the innovative cooling bed to
give him the best possible chance of a
normal life. When three days had passed
without an epileptic seizure he could be
transferred to a normal cot and after a few
more days under observation he could be
discharged home, for all to admire and
wonder at the miracles of modern science.
Jeyashankar works as an agricultural
labourer, on a daily wage. He could not
possibly afford the cost of the expert care
which his tiny son received. Under the
government Chief Minister's Fund people
deemed to be below the poverty line can
apply for partial assistance with hospital
bills. This Jeyashankar was granted. In
such cases CMC guarantees to meet all the
remaining cost of care. The family were
able to rest easy in the knowledge that all
their medical needs were being met in part
by the government but largely by CMC
from the hospital's own fund for needy
patients.
During 2005-2007 and in 2008 one of the
doctors in the Neonatology Department
spent two years in Australia, followed by a
third year in Canada, on sabbatical leave
from CMC. He was able to be part of the I
C E trial, cooling babies using low
technology ice gel packs. At the same time
the USA was conducting similar trials,
using expensive equipment. In Canada, as
in India communities can be scattered over
great distances. Many babies are born in
small hospitals without access to
sophisticated or costly equipment. Ice is
practically available and cheap to use in
small hospitals. Babies can be transferred
between hospitals, using ice.
On his return to CMC the doctor from
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Neonatology began using ice packs to cool
neonates, born with asphyxia. His work
was published, with the results of the first
twenty babies. This was the first time in
India that this method had been used.
However using ice packs was not ideal. Ice
packs are very cold and difficult to manage.
The doctor looked for some other way of
producing the same result, more reliably.
PMC is used in air conditioning rooms and
for certain jackets. The doctor obtained
some of the same material from industry. It
took eighteen months to get the right foam
from suppliers in Vellore City and the
covering material from the hospital’s own
stores. He designed and built the first
cooling bed with the help of PhD students
from CMC’s department of bioengineering. Not surprisingly this work
won the best innovation award. Now he is
an acknowledged authority on the use of
cooling beds for the new born, leading
workshops on the subject. Given the
constraints of needing to be put on the bed
in the first six hours of life for best
outcomes, babies are referred to CMC’s
neonatology department from all over the
District Already doctors are coming from
other medical colleges for training in this
new technique.

Image above:
Latha and Jeyashankar with their baby,
on his cooling bed.
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Hoping to be healthy and happy with a chance in life!

Does India Still Need Help?
Over the last few months a number of our supporters have contacted me
to say that they want to switch their charity gifts to Africa and want to
stop donations to India.
This may be due to a combination of aggressive
TV advertising for aid to Africa and the still
broadly believed fact that India is a financial
success story. We have no hesitation in saying as
loudly as possible that your support for work in
India is both necessary and vital and is more
urgent now than for many years.
Friends of Vellore works in partnership with the
Christian Medical College and Hospital at Vellore
to address the needs of poor, excluded,
vulnerable and disadvantaged people and
communities. Those who read this newsletter
regularly will know about our programmes for the
elderly, the terminally ill, children blighted by
disability or deformity and those excluded from
healthcare by lack of means.
All our funding is carefully targeted to help
disadvantaged groups and the need now is
extremely high. The Indian economy is faltering
with GDP halving over the last two years, high
inflation, a massive current account deficit and
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no sign of real reforms. As I write this the Indian
rupee is at an unprecedented 100 rupees to the
pound. Who is going to suffer as a consequence
of this? The poorest faced with soaring costs and
little steady income. I have written before about
the impact of poor harvests and the pressure on
farmers due to the vagaries of the climate.
Remember that poor harvests and a dwindling
economy hit the most vulnerable first as casual
labour cannot gain employment. The weak rupee
will put up all costs as fuel and other necessities
rise. Today there is a report of onion prices rising
by 36% and this is a virtual staple for Indians –
with protests being staged.
India has at present the greatest share of the
world’s poor. Thirty years ago India was home
to one fifth of the world’s poor but now it is
home to one third of poor people. The problem is
getting worse not better and according to the
World Health Organisation 43.5% of children
under 5 are underweight. According to the
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latest data on child under-nutrition, India ranked
second to last of 129 countries and below
Ethiopia, Bangladesh and Nepal. Only 23 % of
children are underweight in Sub-Saharan Africa.
However at the end of the day it comes down
to people. Friends of Vellore is not going to solve
India’s problems but with the help of CMC it can
bring help and reassurance to families and
communities that are real and with which I keep
in contact. Indians are resilient and given a little
support will respond to a helping hand. From my
last visit I recall the real delight of the low caste
marginalised farmers as a response to our
support with cows to their Farmers’ Clubs and
the joy the excluded elderly got from the
daycentres. These are needy people and deserve
our support. Please continue to help us if you
can. Even a little helps and especially for the
young, a little hope is highly treasured.
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LCECU’S
Old Town Scheme
The Old Town project gains
momentum and the benefits are
building steadily. Dr. Sushil John
tells us that his biggest problem is
caring for patients in the Old Town
communities who will not come to
the Low Cost Effective Care Unit
itself let alone the main hospital.
Many of these patients have severe disabilities, mental illness and very
challenging social and economic circumstances. They also lack family or
community support. Traditional systems of medical care are often unable to
respond to these complex and special needs. It was against this backcloth
that FOV UK and Dr.Sushil set out a programme to address these important
issues by penetrating areas of this disadvantaged community by setting up
small very local clinics and actively following up, engaging with those who
need help but have not sought it, believing it to be unaffordable or
inaccessible. FOV UK funded extra staff including an Occupational Therapist,
a Community Nurse and a Driver/Helper to supplement the team of two
doctors, two social workers and a team of community volunteers.

Community Nurse Helen – one of the staff funded by FOV – taking blood pressure
readings at a clinic.
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Meeting in Phulbaudi Muslim Prayer Room to explain the programme.

Routine outreach work in Old Town includes home visits, regular local clinics
(often in a building made available by the community), health education, life
skills training for the youth and through the community volunteers networking
and ensuring that folk do not become excluded. This year Dr Sushil started
inter-school competitions around the training the youngsters had received.
With the expanded team, the capacity of the programme has increased and
there are now 5 small clinics open at regular times.
Friends of Vellore UK has signed up to support the project for three years
and is very grateful for the gifts we have received to make this possible.
Special thanks go to the Aberdeen Branch and Walberswick who have held
fundraising events for the programme.

Drs Sindhu and Sushil hold a clinic in Old Town at an old chapel.
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Rajeshwari
Rajeshwari is a simple village girl in her early twenties.
Married just a year ago, the couple live with her parents
in a rented brick house about 4 km from Vellore.

Rajeshwari and her mother - holding the baby.

The house is old and dilapidated. An open
space outside the house is used as a
kitchen. They have electricity and
sanitation, but there is no water facility.
Water has to be collected in plastic pots
once a week from the municipal tap on the
road. In the backyard there is a large
cement tank, built into the ground, where
Rajeshwari’s father and husband ply their
trade as dhobis (laundrymen) five days a
week and together earn £85 per month.
They pay £10 for rent and with the
remaining money they manage to have
three meals a day – they cook twice
(breakfast and lunch are the same plus
dinner). Rajeshwari’s mother stays at
home looking after the other needs of the
family. Rajeshwari has an elder brother
and a younger sister, both of whom study
in 12th standard. Her paternal grandfather
also stays with them.
Before long Rajeshwari was shyly able to
reveal to her husband that she was
pregnant. She had regular antenatal check
ups in CHAD (Community Health and
Development) hospital. As the birth
became imminent the membrane of her
uterus ruptured in the morning, but in her
ignorance she thought she was just passing
urine. It was only in the evening when she

told her mother what had happened that
the implications were realized. The family
rushed her to the Government hospital in
Vellore. An emergency Caesarean (LSCS)
section was carried out and she delivered a
baby girl. The infant was born with a cystic
retention cyst, like a huge blister on the
tongue. Since it was at the tip of the
tongue, the baby could not breast feed. So
the baby was referred to Christian Medical
College for further treatment.
The four-day old baby was admitted
through
the
Paediatric
Surgery
Department. As she could not breast feed
normally, she was fed with the traditional
baby feeding spoon, a palladi. Under
general anesthesia the cyst was
successfully removed. After six days in
hospital, the baby was discharged. The cost
of this expert surgical care came to £201, a
sum well beyond the limited means of a
poor family like Rajeshwari's. They
borrowed some money and paid £100
towards hospital bill. We took care of the
baby in the hope that some kind donor
would finance her care and £50 was
allotted through the Person to Person
Scheme. The remaining amount was
absorbed by the concerned unit and the
institution.

SPONSORSHIP Your Newsletter
As you will see we have stuck with colour after the last successful Anniversary issue.
It just made so much difference. We are looking for sponsorships and appropriate
advertising to offset the increased cost.
Do you know of any firm or organisation which would like to advertise or sponsor?
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THE FAITH IN HEALTH AND
HEALING CONFERENCE
The Faith in Health and Healing Conference took
place on 24/25 April 2013 in Birmingham UK. It
brought together medical professionals, health
care chaplains, clergy and laity in congregational
health projects, theologians and other
academics, Christian healing agencies and senior
church leaders. With over 60 presentations and
around 200 participants, the conference was a
landmark event. As well as a majority from the
UK, people also came from the United States,
Canada, South Africa, Israel, Barbados, New
Zealand, Switzerland, Ireland, Germany, Norway,
Zimbabwe and Australia.
The following themes were covered:
• health, dying and human flourishing
• the healing ministries of the church amongst
individuals and communities

• the church in the governance and delivery of
health services.
A post-conference website has been
established to collate the learning from the
conference. This contains 40 pages of reports of
the conference together with resources and

presentations. A growing mailing list allows for
continued reflection and sharing. For further
details, take a look at www.faithinhealth.net
If you would like to join the mailing list, contact
Revd Paul Holley, Co-ordinator of the Anglican
Health Network: paulholleyfhn@gmail.com

Friends of Vellore is grateful for Faith in Healing
sponsorship of this newsletter

Many Ways of Helping!
The RUHSA/FOV(VRCT) collaboration has been more than a little
imaginative this year.
It is wonderful to see how increasingly wideranging the project support has been, facilitating
social and economic improvements for diverse
sectors of the community - older persons,
farmers, persons with physical & intellectual
impairment, women, young people and of course
their families whose burden of worry is lightened,
knowing that there is help out there. RUHSA/
FOV(VRCT) works on a principle of social
enterprise. Projects are focused on areas &
sectors of society where the need &
disadvantage is greatest. For some projects, for
example the elderly welfare centres, the support
goes to local women's groups who provide
the services within the centres. For other groups,
e.g. the Farmers' Clubs, RUHSA/FOV(VRCT)
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A big thank you from the Farmers’ Clubs and a thank you from us to all who supported the scheme. Especial thanks to the
Blandford Lake Trust who funded two further Farmers’ Clubs this year making 5 in all. ( Ann Witchalls (left) and Dr Arabella
Onslow receive a traditional welcome).
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capital is provided to give the farmers opportunities they would not otherwise be able to afford.
As they gain financially from the project, a portion
of their profit contributes to the support of other
projects. Therefore, not only are FOV directly
supporting vulnerable and disadvantaged
individuals, but also they are helping empower
them both to fend for themselves and contribute
directly back into the community.
One of this year’s new projects centred around
the concern that younger members of the
community are increasingly being drawn to antisocial activities such as alcohol & drugs. A series
of village sports clubs were started to bring local

youth together and to strengthen their confidence
whilst teaching them the importance & value of
team spirit. There have already been local
matches which were greatly enjoyed!
The most ambitious project started this year is
the stall fed goat scheme which is reported in
another article in this newsletter.
Our ambitions are increasing all the time; we
want to continue weaving economic & social
stability into the lives of these people who
expect nothing, but being given a little, turn
that into something even more precious community spirit and we look forward to what
next year will bring.

A volleyball net and equipment is handed over to the
Youth Club Group.

Keelalathur was the first
centre to receive goats
nearly five years ago

GOAT SCHEME CHANGES
It must have been nearly five years ago when I asked the elderly folk at
Keelalathur what they wanted. After a few minutes discussion, they came
back with the surprising answer - goats! This is how the goat scheme
started. About 20 old folk initially received a female goat kindly donated from
a FOV gift. They looked after them and bred from them and the only
responsibility they had was to pass the first kid on to another elderly person.
The system worked and has given many dozen elderly folk in several villages
a source of income and interest. I already have told you about one of the
ladies in Keelalathur who has raised over 10,000 rupees from her goats.
When I asked her what benefit these savings brought to her she told me it
meant that she would not have a pauper's funeral and clearly this was a
great reassurance to her although not the response I expected.
The scheme has been extended and there are now sufficient goats
producing a large number of kids for us not to need to provide any more after
this year. While it has been a great success there were a few set-backs.
Some of the elderly had their goats stolen, often by members of the family
who sold them to raise money , and sadly a few saw the opportunity for a
good biriyani! However these were exceptions and it has been a very
welcome scheme. Some of the elderly are now too frail to cope with the
goats and will sell their stock while others are finding it difficult to obtain food
for the goats. The scheme will run on but we do not need to do any more.
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Faced with this situation, it has long been our ambition to get more funds
into the elderly programme and try to move towards more self-funding in the
long term. We have achieved a first few steps in this with income from 5
Farmers’ Clubs going into feeding and caring for the old folk. We were
therefore interested in a "new" goat scheme which would produce an
income for the elderly too. This February, during our visit to RUHSA we
discussed a new project where goats would be raised in an enclosed area.
This would make the operation more effective than the individual ownership
and the business model we were shown was attractive. Funded by the
Vellore Rural Community Trust ( a special fund held in FOV to aid RUHSA's
work) we agreed to fund the "Stall Fed Goat Scheme" and the first unit was
built and completed by July.
Local staff consider the project
much less cumbersome, more
cost-effective and secure than
the individual scheme which
requires a good deal of follow-up
and monitoring. It has other
benefits in terms of disease
transmission and preventing
goat nuisance.
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21 Goats were obtained (19 female and two male) of a breed especially
suitable for this type of programme. Green food is supplied twice a day and
solid food once and the area is cleared of dung which is being used as
manure. Regular veterinary inspections are made. It is early days yet, but
the programme seems to be meeting expectations. 50% of profits will be
re-invested, 40% will go to the elderly programme and 10% to the local Self
Help Group who run the scheme. It will be interesting to see whether this
model attracts wider interest and whether more units will be suggested.

Gifts of individual goats will continue. Papu Sharma
is a widow who lives in a group house.
She has 3 daughters and one son who are
married and live separately. Apart from the Old Age
Pension her new goat is her only source of income
for some extra money to meet her daily needs.

The Best Yet ?

WILLPOWER
Please think about
leaving the Charity
something in your will

The annual reunion of the CMC Alumni
Association UK was held at the Daventry
Court Hotel, Daventry from September 20th
to September 22nd 2013.
The highlight of this year’s reunion was the visit of Dr Sunil Chandy, the present
director of CMC& H. In addition to having Dr Sunil Chandy and his wife, we were also
privileged to have 2 other staff members from the institution, Dr Rita Isaac from
RUHSA and Dr Sushil John from LCECU. The visit from these members of the faculty
served as a catalyst for a weekend where the FOV Board joined the reunion for the
weekend from Friday evening following the FOV Board meeting which preceded the
reunion at the hotel. It was a pleasure to host the FOV board members at the reunion
and we sincerely hope that they enjoyed the weekend as much as we enjoyed having
them. One of the benefits of this venture was that the Alumni
Association was able to raise over £1000 for the LCECU Old
Town project from a raffle and an auction which will be
channelled to LCECU through FOV.
On Saturday morning we had an inspirational talk by Dr
Valerie Major, former Professor and Head of the Department
of Anaesthesiology at Vellore. Val entertained us with a
combination of her experiences, amusing anecdotes and
thoughtful reflections of her time in Vellore. Dr Arabella Onslow, a FOV trustee then
gave us a brief talk on how she first visited Vellore as a teenager and how that short
visit shaped her future career and has since resulted in her involvement with VRCT
and RUHSA. This was followed by 2 informative talks by Dr Rita Isaac on her work in
RUHSA and Dr Sushil John on his impressive work with the LCECU. The afternoon
session was started by Dr Harry Thangaraj from the Batch of 77, who has branched
out from medical research into Intellectual Property Law. This was followed by a very
informative talk by Dr Daleep Mukarji on the Challenges that India faces in Health
Care. Dr Sunil Chandy, the director, then gave a presentation
on the direction in which he hopes to lead the institution over
the next few years. This led to a lively discussion where Sunil
was able to answer various issues raised by the alumni.
Richard Smith then gave us an update on the activities that
FOV-UK has been involved in, over the last year. The Annual
General Body meeting of the Alumni Association followed.
The general body decided to have next year’s reunion in the
Lake District from the 12th to 14th September, 2014. Dr
Ernest Jehangir (Batch of 1989/1990) was elected as the new Vice President and Dr
Jijee Alexander(Batch of 1983) as the new secretary of the UK Alumni Association.
The evening ended with an Indian meal and entertainment.

Sunil and Gigi
Chandy at the
Alumni Weekend.

Sunil Chandy in
deep discussion
with Daleep
Mukarji.

The Sunday morning worship was led by Cannon Isaac Poobalan and Dr Winston
Solomon preached. Following worship, we had lunch with the faculty from Vellore and
left having had a lovely weekend together. We hope to see many of the people who
attended, at next year’s reunion and hopefully more new faces too.
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It is usually easy and simple to get a will drawn
up by a solicitor or will writing company.
Knowing that you have made sensible
arrangements for your family and friends is
essential. Dying without a will leaves your
loved ones worried and upset as the law will
decide how your estate is divided.
Any gifts you make to a 'qualifying' charity
- during your lifetime or in your will - will be
exempt from Inheritance Tax.
In order to qualify for the reduced rate you
must leave at least 10 per cent of the net value
of your estate to a qualifying charity.
Friends of Vellore is always delighted to
discuss and register what you hope for by
leaving money in your will. We recently had a
kind legacy and I was pleased to talk to the
Executor and find that the hopes behind the
legacy were that it would help poor children.
Given that sort of information, we can ensure
that the spirit of the gift is respected and the
monies directly sent to fund the right projects.
Tell us what you hope for and it will happen.
Having just overhauled my own will I must
say I found it kind of reassuring knowing that
everything is set as I want it.
Do get in touch if I can help you draft a
provision you can put in your will which
would really please you.
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Kanningapuram
Kanningapuram is to become a brand new CMC
Campus and progressively take over many of the
functions currently based at the old Vellore City
Campus. The new Multi-Speciality Hospital will
be based on 76 acres bought in 2007 and 2
acres purchased last year. It is located 8 kms
from the current campus towards Chennai and it
will take 8 minutes to get there from Vellore on
the new 6 lane highway.
It is anticipated that the new unit will not only
address particular needs like high quality trauma

care (for which it is well positioned close to the
highway) but provide easier access for patients
who find the present Vellore campus difficult to
navigate. The Vellore Campus will remain as the
“Nerve Centre” and emotional heart of CMC’s work
and will be able to address the needs of Vellore
City more adequately than it does at present. Much
of the Teaching Hospital work will still be based at
the Vellore campus. A special Council Meeting is to
be held in October to evaluate and approve the
start of this transfer of work.

An artist impression of the completed Multi-Speciality
Hospital at Kanningapuram after completion.

How are we run?
How should we be run?
Having just elected a new Chairman, it seems a good time to explain
how FOV is managed.
The Charity has four officers (who are trustees)
as well as a further six trustees in 2013. The
Trustees are registered with the Charity
Commission and currently meet twice a year as
the Executive Committee. There are annual
elections for the officers, trustees and board
members and the appointments are effective
from the 1st of January of the following year.
Additionally there is the FOV Board which
meets with the Executive Committee once a year
and has a further eight members in 2013 who
help bring new ideas and perspective to the
Executive Committee.

The new Chairman, Dr.Gareth Tuckwell, wants
to review how the Board and the Executive can

The photo shows the first Executive Committee Meeting
this year when one of our Patrons, Dr Chitra Bharucha
M.B.E. (in red on the right) was also present.

work more closely and communicate more freely
and also allow Board members who currently
only meet once a year to get more involved.
Additionally, Dr. Tuckwell would be delighted
to have any input from “Friends” on how the
Charity is governed and managed and our role in
2014 and onwards. He is starting a review at
the commencement of his chairmanship and
any contributions can be sent to the office
where they will be most welcome. Please let
us have your comments on any aspects of the
charity's work and tell us what you want
improved!

REPORTING SCOTLAND
Over a hundred people gathered in St John’s
Episcopal Church in Aberdeen to celebrate the
visit of a Team from Vellore, the sterling work of
FOV Scotland supporters and a wonderful
exchange of staff and students between
Aberdeen and Vellore. The celebration was
organised by the Aberdeen Vellore Exchange
(AVE) team spearheaded by Dr Amudha
Poobalan, CMC Vellore alumnus of 1986. The
idea of a Cheese and Wine night came about
when the proposal for a collaborative research
project between the University of Aberdeen and

V E L L O R E

Christian Medical College (CMC), Vellore was
granted by the UKIERI (UK–India Education &
Research Initiative) a joint collaboration between
the UK and India.
UKIERI Research Collaboration between
Vellore and Aberdeen
UKIERI project proposal was jointly developed by
Dr Amudha Poobalan, a Teaching Fellow and Prof
Geraldine McNeill at the University of Aberdeen
and Prof Rita Isaac, Head of RUHSA (Rural Unit
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for Health and Social Affairs) and Associate
Professor Sushil John, Head of LCECU (Low Cost
Effective Care Unit) in Vellore. The joint Public
Health project will explore the double burden of
Under-nutrition and Obesity in India through
research based around RUHSA and LCECU.
Researchers from Vellore and Aberdeen, as part
of this collaboration, would visit each other’s
bases to develop, implement and assess the
project and will introduce a preventive
intervention. This is a two year project initially
and may develop into long term collaboration.
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Profs Rita and Sushil were in Aberdeen as part of
this collaboration. The CMC Alumni in Aberdeen
who make up a substantial size of about a dozen
in total sought to exploit this opportunity by
organising a social event so that the Friends of
Vellore in Aberdeen could hear first-hand the
work of CMC among the most disadvantaged and
marginalised.
Granite City Chorus and the Chandys
There was that strange sense of excitement and
expectation at St John’s on the evening of
September 23 as the Granite City Chorus, an
Aberdeen based all male voice choir was
warming up in the Cheyne Lounge for their
acapella performance of ‘Something inside so
strong’ by Labi Siffre. The Rector of St John’s

welcomed the gathering to the evening and
quipped, ‘it is good to be here to share in some
of the good things in life which Jesus also loved
– singing and wine. For the Good Book says after
the Last Supper when Jesus shared wine and
bread with them, they sang and then went to the
Garden of Gethsemane – a place of passion and
suffering. We are here tonight to share in God’s
blessings so that we may go out and share in the
suffering of humanity and transform it to
wholeness.’
RUHSA and LCECU partnership with
FOV UK
The evening was shaped by four sets of three
piece music with two sets of conversations and
time for cheese and wine in between. At the first

set of Conversations Prof Rita and Asst Prof
Sushil spoke about their work among the
marginalised and destitute. Rita spoke of the
neglected and isolated elderly in rural India,
victims of migration of youth towards cities
seeking fortune and prosperity. The work
supported and funded by FOV UK provides a meal
a day with shelter for socialising through native
games, exercises and films. This was followed by
Sushil’s story of transformation of Edward the
painter who was rescued from his death bed with
quadriplegia. His stinking bedsores were healed
and his broken spirit restored through the loving
service of the LCECU team, well supported by
world class doctors at CMC. This project is
supported by FOV UK through funds and
friendships. This part of conversation was fittingly
followed by ‘Can you feel the love tonight?’

FOV Veteran Volunteers
The second half of the event after cheese and wine was a period of
grateful celebration for the generous support of Friends of Vellore in
Scotland. The Director of CMC Prof Sunil Chandy spoke movingly of the
blessings shared by those on the top of the Maslow’s pyramid with the
needy and vulnerable at the base and thanked the Friends gathered that
evening for their partnership in the work of Christ through CMC Vellore.
He thanked two prominent FOV Scotland veterans Miss Marion Conacher
and Mrs Helen Cooper for their generous work at FOV Edinburgh. This
year has been significant for the Edinburgh branch as the present team
decided to step down. There are plans in place to create a new team and
there will be an update in the New Year.

The Director Prof Sunil Chandy awarded FOV UK Prize for best report
by an Elective student to Dr Karen Mactier who spoke warmly of her
experience in Vellore.
The evening ended with a vote of thanks by Dr Prakash Abraham, AVE
Convenor. Dr Abraham acknowledged the singular contribution of Dr
Amudha Poobalan and the team of supporters in Aberdeen for their labour
of love. He thanked the Granite City Chorus for their world class
performance and generous support to the cause. It was evident that the
event was a tremendous experience as people stayed on after the event
to soak in the atmosphere of goodness and God’s blessings.
Because of the closure of the Edinburgh Branch Newsletters are being
sent direct from the Charity’s Office. This has meant merging databases
– always a tricky task. If any Scottish readers know of problems – people
receiving two copies or others not getting their copy will they please
advise Richard Smith, the Director.

Elective Prize and vote of thanks

FRIENDS OF VELLORE
in the United Kingdom and Ireland
Patrons:

Right Rev. Dr. Michael Nazir Ali, Dr. Chitra Bharucha, M.B.E., Lady Howes, Lord Balfour of Burleigh,
Mr. M.A.S.Dalal, O.B.E. and Professor Tom Meade, F.R.S
Chairman:
Dr. Gareth Tuckwell
Hon. Treasurer:
Mr Jeb Suresh
Hon. Promotion Secretary: Mrs A Witchalls
Director and Office Address: Richard Smith, MA, Flempton Hall, Bury Road, Flempton, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP28 6EG.
Tel: 01284 728453
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